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Overview

• Radar requirement trends 

• Examples of modern solutions

• Radar technology trends

• Radar systems architecture and functionsy

• Implications for the EW Community
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Modern radar system requirements

• Operate
• Against lower observablesAgainst lower observables

• Against multiple targets

• Persistently and over wide areasy

• Automatically over a range of targets and environmental conditions.

• Provide much improved situation awareness: moreProvide much improved situation awareness: more 
information 
• Sense with higher resolution radar

• Sense in more dimensions (az, el, range, Doppler, amplitude, 
polarization)

D t t t k l if d ti t th t l l
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• Detect, track, classify and estimate threat level
automatically on multiple targets



Modern radar system requirements 
(C ti d)(Continued)

• Provide  several functions interleaved with each other

• Reduce the output data rate of off platform data 
transmissions: 
• Process on-board and in near real time.

• Co-exist with other EM spectrum users:  
• Use adaptive spectrum allocation/access/utilization

• Use dimensions of power, frequency, time, space (location and 
direction), signal coding/modulation
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Saab Microwave Giraffe AMB

• GBADS Pulse Doppler 
3-D search and track

• 0.01 sqm RCS

• Rocket, Artilery, Mortar

• Detect, Track, Classify, , y
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Performance approaching theoretical limits
• Phased array antennas, including 

MIMO configurations 

M lti h l id b d hi h d i• Multi-channel, wide band, high dynamic 
range digital receivers

• High throughput signal and data 
processors with:
• Massively parallel processing channels

(FPGAs, GPUs, Multi-threaded CPUs) Selex PicoSAR
• Knowledge aided, cognitive processing

• Algorithms in a high level language allowing 
experimentation, optimization and regular p p g
upgrades.

• Low noise, coherent exciters and 
transmitters with agile, wideband, 
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g , ,
controllable waveforms.



MIMO Radar

• Multiple Input Multiple Output
• multiple output

• many receivers
• dynamically form receive beams

• multiple input
th l t itt• many orthogonal transmitters

• dynamically form transmit beams

• Spatial Filtering
• real-time adjustment
• reject interference
• minimise clutter

• Digital Beam Forming
• multiple simultaneous beams
• limited only by physics and processing power
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Cognitive Radar Concepts
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Simon Haykin in “Knowledge Based 
Radar Detection, Tracking and Classification”



RSP & RDP Using COTS Modules & Processors
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Resulting functions and characteristics

• Higher energy and dynamic range to detect, track and 
classify against noise, clutter and objects not of interesty g , j

• More information sensed by high resolution radar: 
Az, El, Range, Doppler, Amplitude, Polarization

• Adaptive, knowledge based, cognitive radar

• Interference filtering, suppression, exploitation

• Target Detection

• Target Tracking

• Target Classification

• Threat Estimation
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• Adaptive Waveforms



Advances in High Resolution Radar

The Immense The high resolution 
processing power

coupled with complex 
waveforms of modern 

day radar systems 
provide the capability to 
process extremely high

g
can also provide 

increased detection 
performance by 

reducing clutter power 
(either through high 
range and/or highprocess extremely high 

resolution data. 
range and/or high 

Doppler resolution)

This high resolution is 
can be employed to 

Implications for EW:
High Resolution 

waveforms tend to bep y
Increase radar 

functionality through 
such techniques as 

Target imaging, Target 
Recognition and even
D /Ch ff R j ti

waveforms tend to be 
more complicated and/or 
occupy more bandwidth.  

As such, these 
waveforms are more 

difficult to intercept and 
Decoy/Chaff Rejection less susceptible to 

jamming.
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Radar modes

• Historically single function per radar: 
• search, acquire, track, weather, map, etc. 

• with fixed, characteristic waveform for each

• Followed by multimode radar (e.g. airborne multimode), 
switch in flightg

• Now “modeless”: optimally interleaved, with optimized 
resource schedulingresource scheduling
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Radar waveforms
8  

• Waveform: RF, PW, PRF, Within pulse 
modulation, pulse bursts, stagger, 
polarizationpolarization

• PRF: LPRF, MPRF, HPRF

• LPI: Intercept could mean

• Detect peak power, or mean power, or energy
 

• Track parameters of an emitter, measure them

• Classify radar type and/or radar mode

Id if ifi i• Identify specific emitter

• Nowadays: generally higher duty cycle 
waveforms more overlapping parameters
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waveforms, more overlapping parameters



Conclusions for EW

• Many modern radar design features are primarily 
aimed at providing more functions, better 
performance, adapt better to non-stationary targets 
and environment, reduce cost, improve reliability 
and are not primary intended as ECCMs. p y
However, they make radars more difficult to 
intercept, classify and interfere with.

• Radars, like communication systems, are starting to 
use adaptive spectrum allocation/utilization. 
This requires functions to observe the spectrumThis requires functions to observe the spectrum
and avoid interference. It also makes their 
waveforms inherently non-stationary.  
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EW needs wideband frequency 
measurement and fast response.



Conclusions for EW: Emitter Data Base

Association between a radar type, function or mode and 
its radiated waveforms is not as strong as in past. g p
Parameters overlap, radar (semi-) automatically change 
parameters, radars are upgraded by changing firmware 
and software – continuous improvement programmes 
include waveform and scanning modifications. Same 
type of radar produced in families for different AoStype of radar produced in families for different AoS.

• Use geolocation as strong indicator to discriminate between emitters.

Sh i f ti b t A S• Share information between AoS.

• Ensure access to up to date specialists to help exploit SIGINT.
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Conclusions for EW
• LPI Waveforms: radar uses high processing gains: 

High duty cycle waveforms with TB product = 100, 
coherent integration: 200 ms, 20 to 200 pulses forcoherent integration: 200 ms, 20 to 200 pulses for 
search, 2000 for mapping, non-coherent integration 
(track before detect, etc.), matched polarization. Could 
achieve 20 to 40 dB or more processing gain relativeachieve 20 to 40 dB or more  processing gain relative 
to equivalent simple pulsed radars. Can reduce peak 
power by that amount. Requires more sensitive EW 
receiver capable of sensing energy not only peak powerreceiver capable of sensing energy, not only peak power.

• Software defined radar with high performance RF, 
signal and data processing: g p g
Requires Digital Rx EW system with RF or IF sampling, 
high processing power and algorithms to detect and 
extract information from complex radiation.
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extract information from complex radiation. 



Questions and Discussion



The Future of Radar
• Radar remains the only long range, day/night, all weather 

sensor against non-cooperative, non-radiating targets
• Remains important for military, civil and commercial users
• New component and subsystem technologies contribute to 

making radar more:
• Affordable

Reliable• Reliable
• Maintainable
• User friendly
• ModularModular
• Flexible
• Adaptable
• Multi-function
• Upgradeable

• This combines to proliferating the types and 
numbers of radars used world wide
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• Multi-national collaboration on development and 
co-authoring of papers continues to be apparent



Summary
• Performance closer to fundamental physical limits, fewer 

exploitable weaknesses.

• Smaller, lighter, more efficient; adaptable to airborne 
platforms (manned, unmanned).

• High duty cycle waveforms: lower peak power, similar 
mean power, Wide agile bandwidth, wide instantaneous 
bandwidth, wide instantaneous dynamic range, coherent y g
phase

• Senses, filters, detects, tracks and classifies in 5 
dimensions: Az, El, Rng, Doppler, measures these as 
well as amplitude (RCS) and polarization.
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Summary

• Auto-adaptive to non-stationary target and interference 
environment.

• Multiple interleaved functions, including some EA and 
d t i tidata communications.

• Waveform variable, is more difficult to intercept, de-
interleave and classify ito radar type and modeinterleave and classify ito radar type and mode.

• Recognize jamming signals and either avoid them, or 
track and classify them.track and classify them.
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Summary

• Often connected in a sensor network: compensate for 
jammed dimensions, blinking operation, enables 
better emission control tactics, extract more target 
information.

• ECCMs part of original design and further upgrades, 
not add-on.
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